Contract Finishes, LLC
Distributors and Agents for Commercial Finishes
Contract Finishes LLC represents exceptional high
performance, quality interior finishes for commercial and
residential floors, countertops, walls and ceiling. Many of
our products and suppliers are ecologically sensitive and
have products which have LEED possibilities. For links
to all of our manufacturers visit us at
www.contractfinishes.com.

Flooring
Allstate Rubber *
Offering over 100 colors of rubber tiles, as well as sheet
goods, treads and base. Rubber is renewable and
sustainable. All our flooring products are phalate free.
Additionally Allstate supplies MVT quartz tile, Ntgrate
woven vinyl tiles and sheets. Also now featuring our
precast affordable terrazzo tiles, Terrazzo8 with resilient
installation.
Plyboo *
Engineered FSC bamboo flooring and coconut palm and
accessories from ecologically managed forests.
Flat Grain, End Grain, Strand and Palm woods. Stiletto
floating strand floors. Also Plyboo Sport Gym floor
systems and Plyboo Fit for workout areas.
Surface Linx
The Quiet Comfort series of luxury vinyl tiles designed
for multifamily and commercial use. Several wear
surface thicknesses across the entire color range to best
address the specific use of your project. All tiles feature
urethane ceramic bead finish, anti-microbial resistance,
ADA compliance for slip and are floor score certified.
IVC Champion Sheet Vinyl
Commercial Sheet vinyl in 13’2” widths with Superguard
wear surface. Wood and stone looks with full 10 year
commercial wear warranty. Made in USA.

Vertical and Surfacing Products
Plyboo panels *
Bamboo and palm wood wall panels, Featuring the new
Reveal, Linear line and Sound Collections from rapidly
renewable bamboo, FSC certified. New is Fractal wall
system with the Fractool design on line design tool.
Plyboo panels can be fabricated into counter tops, wall
and ceiling panels.
Hanwha Surfaces
Hanstone quartz and Hanex acrylic solid surfaces for
countertops, wall panels, partitions etc. Hanwha
surfaces for any type project with superior engineering
and cost effective surfacing solutions. Hanwha Surfaces
is a division of Hanwha Global the largest corporation in
South Korea.
surfacing product. Eco supply products are renewable,
reusable and green.

Fixtures & Furnishings
Bradley Corporation*
The company features the industry-leading assortment
of commercial plumbing products in the world. Architects
and specifiers look to Bradley for the most innovative
products in lavatory systems, partitions and accessories
Our WashBar all in one soap, faucet and hand dryer is
the most advanced system available and a Neocon and
ADEX award winning product.
WoodTech Furniture
Woodtech specializes in crafting each client's unique
vision for conference tables, reception stations, private
offices, architectural walls, and furniture for training,
collaboration, service and retail environments. Woodtech
is a global supplier to Fortune 500 clients and leading
design firms who specialize in large complex projects
with unique, intricate requirements.
IOF and Intellicare Furnishings
IOF produces modular and custom office furniture with
over 2500 case goods in all categories. IOF also can
manufacture custom pieces. Intellicare is the healthcare
division of IOF. Intellicare Furniture manufactures
exceptional quality furnishings for assisted living homes,
hospitals, medical clinics, and other healthcare facilities
with distribution across North America
Indicates Manufacturers’ who produce environmentally sensitive
products for possible LEED accreditation in green buildings.
Contract Finishes represents and distributes products throughout the
mid-atlantic region including eastern PA, southern NJ, DE, MD,
Washington D.C., and northern VA. We also coordinate out of territory
projects with all of our principals so you have one point of contact
providing seamless service for our clients. Products marked with an *
are represented in PA, NJ and DE only.

Contact us @ P 888-687-1440
info@contractfinishes.com
www.contractfinishes.com.
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